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Q. Can you define E learning?
A. There is a ‘traditional’ sense of e-learning - in a modular format, probably authored to SCORM standards,
viewed on a computer. However, it is possible to widen the definition to include any learning done digitally. This
opens up the arena dramatically, but poses the question of how that learning becomes trackable and recordable
in the same way that the traditional sense is.
Q. Who does Google ask when they don’t know the answer?
A. Google always knows the answer! If someone can input a search that comes back with 0 results then I’d like
to know what they are searching for. It’s whether the answers it gives are correct that’s the bigger concern!
Q. With technology do we need to worry about ‘fake learning’ just as we have
‘fake news?
A. Fake learning is a problem. With the wealth of information on the web and the ability to publish ‘viable’
content it has become easy to fool people with mis-information. As I mentioned a client gave a team a research
project and one delegate created a Wikipedia page which was then copied or referenced by 18 colleagues. In a
World where everybody can claim to be an ‘expert’ you may have to dig deeper to look at their credentials and
the level of research that goes into studies.
Q. How do you overcome the perception of learners and the business that real
Learning no longer takes place in the classroom, but on the job and online?
A. Most modern learners are conscious that they are learning all of the time and not just in a structured,
classroom environment. If they can’t see that then challenge them to record learning in some kind of learning
log, like a CPD record. By doing this and considering entries they will identify the informal activities that happen
on a daily basis.
Q. Can e-learning be used with the Apprenticeship Levy that we heard about
earlier?
A. The Levy is in its infancy and those in L&D are still getting to grips with its implications. We are working with
one large employer who is registered on the Employer Provider list and is planning to create their own modules
that map to the standards that they offer, so digital learning is very much an option for apprentice training. In
the coming months and years we will see more e-learning mapped to the standards, but there is the flexibility
to source learning that fits with the programmes you offer from a variety of providers using different delivery
mechanisms.

Q. What are your thoughts on social learning where the interaction and
Facebook like experience are the attraction over the learning content?
A. Think about classroom learning - what emphasis do you put on the interaction between delegates in the
training room and at the breaks? If this helps to embed learning and enhance the learning experience then that’s
a good thing? Social learning (or peer-based learning) can have the same effect - it allows for conversations,
feedback, questions and opinions to be aired that may improve the learning experience. The difficulty comes with
the monitoring this and ensuring it’s not abused.
Q. When should e-learning be scheduled in? During work time or during the
employees own time?
A. We get asked this quite often. We see the best results and the best usage statistics when the learning time
is part of the working day and learners are supported effectively. Clients have specified periods of the day to
undertake e-learning and some have set up areas for it to take place.
Q. How easy is it to build a repository of questions so when a re take is required
it offers different questions?
A. Most e-learning authoring software allows you to create ‘Question banks’ and then to specify whether a
question is a set question or a random one from the bank at any given point of a module. The Articulate
products in particular are very good at questions and quizzes.
Q. How do you secure learning so only the learner can undertake it as opposed
to a 3rd party?
A. This would depend upon the learning and what was to be gained from someone else completing it. Every user
should have their own username and password to access their learning and learning records and certification
should be in their name only. If the learning is for something that is deemed important like a qualification then
you can use webcam recording and other similar technologies to ensure the right person is completing it and no
cheating is taking place. The key to this is creating content that is engaging, easy to use and at a level so that
people don’t feel like they need their colleague or mate to undertake it for them.
Q. What is your opinion of gamification and VR?
A. It’s important to relate all learning back to the learning outcomes and determine whether the delivery format
helps to ensure they are met. We see ‘Gamification’ more as a tool for recognising and rewarding digital learning
in a similar format to levels and badges on a game, and this is an important function. ‘Game-based e-learning’
is an engaging learning format - the questions remain - does it help to achieve the learning outcomes and does
it make the learning stick? The same can be said with Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality. Both of these
emerging technologies have great potential if used in the right way. It’s about identifying the best ways to utilise
them and link everything back to the question “what do I want my learners to learn?”.

Q. Now we understand that a learner can only hold attention for a short
amount of time, how are you combatting this with conventional eLearning?
A. If research is to be believed then attention spans are getting shorter, and technology is playing a part in this.
The average person touches their smartphone 2617 times a day! So what do we do? 1) Remove the distraction make people learning in an environment away from their phones, 2) Make the learning engaging - remove the
temptation to stray and 3) Don’t create learning that’s too long - split modules into smaller chunks and make
these fit with learners who are time poor.
Q. The Tin Can API sounds like ILM Credentials have you heard of that and are
they the same?
A. The principles of Tin Can API are beautifully simplistic and can be applied to so many different areas of
learning. We will see their adoption in a variety of new initiatives in the coming years and the community that
sits behind it are already coming up with uses that were never envisaged. ILM may have identified Tin Can API as
an approach that works for them.
Q. Do learning experiences going into the ‘tin can’ require validating?
A. It is possible to control what statements are generated. On our own tool we require evidence if the statement
involves some kind of qualification. If you added “Andy passed his MBA from Harvard” then it would require a
certificate. Where statements come from eLearning then the statements are easily evidenced.
Q. How do we engage our own Technology Directorate (if we have one) on
work/projects like this when we don’t have a common language to use?
A. Do you mean a common technology language or a common spoken language? Answering both - the purpose
of SCORM and now Tin Can API is to create a language within learning technology that’s easy to follow and
implement. It builds on the relationship between the LMS/LRS and the content in a way that makes it easy for
non-technical people to become content authors. If the issue is the spoken language within your organisation
then you can author content in multiple languages to overcome this. We get requests for English subtitles on our
videos because written English is easier to comprehend then spoken English to someone whose main language
isn’t English.
Q. What kind of genuine behaviour change have you seen in learners from a
Negotiation e-learning module?
A. Negotiation has many different strategies and you will often see sales people use the same tried and
tested formula. Just by identifying the other negotiation techniques can challenge a learner to think about
implementing them in their role, and in doing so can help generate new business. In that situation, the
e-learning provides the theory and the learner then embeds this by the doing. This may take some time to refine
- as with any sales technique - and practice to make it successful.

Q. Apart from tests, how else can you tell if people are engaged with the
learning?
A. e-Learning has many tools that can be utilised to engage with the learner. From polls, quizzes, branching,
videos through to the emergent technologies such as virtual reality and other tools. It’s important to also gain
feedback and reflection from all forms of learning and encourage discussion with a line manager to identify how
the learning may get applied back in the workplace.
Q. Have you come across an eLearning course that was engaging enough to
make you want to do it in your own time?
A. My experience of e-learning may be different to that of a user learner because of my interest in the format,
content and learning technology, but yes, I have looked and enjoyed courses that I have taken in my own time.
Equally, I’ve experienced courses that haven’t engaged me quite so much and there are ways that the learner can
skip content and interactions aren’t recorded.
Q. What can you do to encourage/motivate employees to use e-learning?
A. A client once had a competition to see who could watch the most - THIS ISN’T THE ANSWER! The content
should be relevant to that person’s job role and their development firstly, whether this is prescribed (given by
you) or self-selected. By understanding the learning outcomes you can identify if it’s the right content. From
there, the format needs to be aligned to the learning style of the person undertaking it. If you use a variety of
content - video, audio, interaction, research then you have more chance of appealing to more learning styles. Not
everyone will embrace e-learning though, but some will!
Q. What is a cheap LMS you recommend?
A. If you are looking at implementing an LMS then you need to consider the following: 1) What technical
resource do you have internally? 2) What are the main functions of the LMS that you need? 3) Who is going to
administer it? 4) Where are you getting e-learning content from? - If you answer these questions honestly then
it should help to formulate a plan. Moodle, for instance, is free, but requires lots of configuration and comes
with no content, so whilst you’re not paying for the actual LMS, your deployment costs may be quite high. We
have our own LRS which allows many of the functions of an LMS and many clients like its simplicity (and cost!)
Q. What tool would you recommend for content curation?
A. Of the main tools, the feedback we get from clients is that Articulate Storyline is the easiest to use and
creates the most engaging content. Articulate have just released a tool called Rise that allows easy content
creation that is mobile responsive, so that may well become a tool that we recommend.

Q. In a fast paced learning culture will Google badges challenge more formal
qualifications?
A. There’s no reason why the 2 concepts can’t sit side by side. It’s a bit like whether to get a degree or an
apprenticeship - employers will recognise both and there will be times when greater emphasis is placed on
one over the other. Google will have the edge for those going into digital roles such as SEO and Social Media
marketing as it’s got so much clout in those areas currently.

